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this volume fits in the long and excellent latin american tradition
of the private publication ofpersonal memoirs As such the authors made
the determination of what to include and not an editor whose primary
interest is often the marketability of the volume in it are delightful
descriptions of missionary life and member activity copies of family
letters and quotes from personal blessings the authors do provide a
limited historical and cultural background of latin america that sets the
churchechurchs evolution in the context of the environment in which it
developed the book however is primarily a personal memoir of
williamss experiences in south america consequently important
events in the history of the church are discussed only if the williamseswilliamsenWilli amses
were involved the appendix includes valuable lists of converts and
missionaries along with biographical descriptions of early missionaries
members and presidents unfortunately the book includes several typo-
graphical and editorial errors that detract from the flow of the story

the authors have provided the church with an important document
of twentieth century history not only is it a discussion of an interesting
but neglected area of church history but the williamss have also
provided future historians with invaluable source materials for future
research furthermore the book will assist in understanding current
issues faced by the mormon church in latin america such as political
problems leadership development and cultural conflicts
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reviewed by michael hicks assistant professor of music at brigham young university

the apostle paul wrote that the saints should be filled with the
spirit speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs
eph 519 we sometimes forget this hymnody is not only a prayer to

god it is a way of speaking to ourselves and because it is not always
obvious what we are saying to ourselves in our hymnody hymnbook
companions become necessary such works not only expound the hymns
but also tell their histories on the premise that a hymns origins may say
something about the people who sing it

the publication of a new latter day saint hymnbook in 1985 made
davidsons book necessary originally a general music committee
project undertaken in connection with the new hymnbook this book
attempts to appeal both to scholars and novices indeed anyone who
might ever sing an LDS hymn by and large it substantially improves
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upon its predecessors george pypers stories orldsof LDS hymns 19319399 and
spencer cornwallscornwallisCornwalls storiesstones of our mormon hymns 1963 it is more
attractively designed better researched and more comprehensive than
those books aside from the traditional hymn by hymn commentaries
the work offers a well illustrated biographical appendix a concise
history of LDS hymnbookshymnbooks and a miscellany of facts that while humbly
labelled hymnbook trivia illuminates the character of the 1985 hymn-
book

the books airy beige cover suggests its tone the hymn commen-
taries are optimistic generous in their appraisals and occasionally
facile in their exegeses yet the book strives to be candid even when
candor may seem to tarnish some cherished misconception for
example davidson notes the errors in attribution that for years unjustly
credited certain hymns to LDS authors As the dew from heaven
distilling god Is love and come thou glorious day of promise
are three notable examples in clarifying these hymns origins davidson
reafreaffirmsfinusfinns that the church has consecrated much of its distinctive
tradition from the surrounding christian culture while that may seem a
small blow to our sense of exclusivity it unites us to a larger fellowship
of believers

despite the books evident strengths weaknesses of two sorts
remain inconsistency and inaccuracy perhaps because of its committee
origins the book lacks the singleness of vision that illuminates the finest
reference works the hymn commentaries fluctuate in style and method
the sort of information that will be supplied for a hymn follows no
coherent plan for example only a few entries concerning borrowed
hymns tell when much less why a given hymn formally entered
mormon hymnody Is that information one should expect or not and the
entries are disproportionate the new hymn A key was turned in
latter days gets a longer treatment than does the venerable praise to
the man shouldnt readers assume that a more prominent hymn will get
a more comprehensive treatment such small inconsistencies are aggra-
vated by davidsons modest but cloying habit of quoting large chunks of
pyper and cornwall not to mention mcconkiesMcConkies mormon doctrine
had davidson a capable writer relied exclusively on her own narrative
and expository gifts the book might have gained a sense of unity which
it now lacks

davidson also has relied uncritically on others scholarship
particularly that of the generally tenacious bruce david maxwell in
doing so she neglects some important sources for example she
apparently did not consult the dictionary of american hymnology
firstlinefirstlingfirst line index 1984 arguably the most valuable single hymnological
sourcebooksourcebook had she consulted it she would have found the following
information
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1 love at home appeared in a hymnal in 1865 a year before the first
publication date she gives it 297 the song actually had appeared in
sheet form by 1859.1859

2 both scatter sunshine and count your blessings were published
two years before the dates she assigns them 240240249249

3 the text to god Is in his holy temple appeared in no fewer than ten
different hymn collections before the 1864 date she gives it 151588

other scholarly sources would have shown her that all Is well was
published with music as early as 1818383 8 not 1841 5599 and that the original
title of the poem that begins A poor wayfaring man of grief was the
stranger and his friend not the stranger 57

ironically given the nature of the book and the accessabilityaccessibilityaccess ability of
LDS sources the mormon hymns suffer most from errors of citation
davidson credits the first publication words and music together of for
the strength of the hills to the latter day saints psalmody 1889
but it appeared on the sunday school music card no 20 c 1878 in the
juvenile instructor 1880 and in the jubilee songster 1885 she
credits zion stands with hills surrounded to the deseret sunday
school union music book 1884 but it appeared in A collection of
hymns andanthemsandany anthems set to music by home composers 1883 she traces
god Is love to the 1889 psalmody but ittooottooit too appeared in the 1883

A collection of hymns and anthems as well as in the improvement
association song book 18188787 today while the sun shines credited
to the primary associations 1880 tune book actually appeared in the
juvenile instructor 1877 and on the sunday school music card no 24
c 1878 come along come along how great the wisdom and

the love and gently raise the sacred strain all credited to the
1884 sunday school music book all appeared earlier in the juvenile
instructor 1878187818791879 and 1883 respectively great Is the lord and
0 say what Is truth were both included in the 1887 improvement

association songbookbeforeSongBooksong book before their appearance in the 1889 psalmody in
these and other instances davidson has left a good object lesson in the
definition of research always check for yourself

davidson also misleads the reader in several more recent matters
she refers to adam ondi ahman as being retained from the 1950
hymnbook 24 25 but the song was not in the 1950 hymnbook
indeed that omission prompted the first presidency in 1959 to ask that
the song be restored to the hymnbook in its next printing which is why
the song appears on the last page ofeditions since then concerning for
the strength of the hills she writes that the 1950 hymnal omitted a
verse from the 1948 hymnal 64 actually the verse in question was in
all paintingsprintingsprintings of the 1950 hymnal until president mckay had it deleted in
1965 davidson writes that the text of 1I am a child of god came to
naomi randall by inspiration in the middle of the night and that
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the general board approved the words the next morning 303 while
this is essentially true of the songs three verses the chorus evolved
through several versions the first of which ran

teach me all that I1 must know
this is my earnest plea
I1 am a child of god
please show the way to me

only after a good deal of tinkering did the chorus arrive at its much
stronger final form

lead me guide me walk beside me
help me find the way
teach me all that I1 must know
to live with him someday 1

A clearer rendering of this songs origins would only serve to bolster
davidsons observation in the preface that inspiration and revision are
not mutually exclusive processes 5

one hopes that davidson will take a cue from that maxim her
book a labor of love and I1 believe inspiration still lacks a bit in that
fragile human quality known as craft for all its admirable traits the book
is not finished As it stands it deserves and undoubtedly will get a wide
audience but like many books it deserves and probably will not get
a critical reading except by a few scholars and like it or not the dearth
of critical reading may say as much about us as do the hymns we sing

NOTE

see naomi randall to mildred pettit 29 january and 5 february 1957 holographsholographyholographs in library archives
historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city


